
Supply Chain Intelligence:
Helping you turn data into decisions.

Digital Operations Tools

The Challenge Our Solution

Data-driven insights
Drive more effective supply chain insights with powerful 
data collection and preparation capabilities and digitized 
analytics that produce data-driven insights tailored to your 
organization.

The Supply Chain Intelligence 
difference.

Supply Chain Intelligence is a digital tool which enables 
operational transformation teams to collaboratively analyze 
your organization’s entire supply chain, identify any risk or 
opportunity areas, and deliver data-driven insights to help 
your organization perform better in the marketplace.

Strategy to execution
Assess impacted stakeholder groups, identify 
implementation obstacles, create comprehensive 
operating models, and track the impact of operational 
activities.

Supply chain analytics 
is poised to continue to 
grow due to:
• Increasing volume 

and velocity of data
• Need to enhance 

operational and 
supply chain 
efficiencies

• Adoption of AI and 
ML in supply chain 
management

In order to stay 
competitive in the 
market, organizations 
must differentiate 
themselves with a ‘Big’ 
data platform and 
advanced analytics 
capable of providing 
rapid and scalable
solutions that are easier 
to democratize. Built for operations practitioners

Accelerates the delivery of PwC’s industry-leading 
operations transformation methodology.

Actionable insights
Supercharges your speed-to-value on all 
operations transformation engagements.

Award-winning solution
PwC is a recognized leader in the analyst 
community for strategy, supply chain, and logistics 
consulting.

What if you could identify and 
value operational improvements in 
just days?
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Contact

The payoff

Key Features

Streamlined data request process
Web based data requests wizard to eliminate time spent 
identifying required engagement data and structuring 
requests to clients.

Standardized and bespoke visualizations
A predefined action tool-kit focused on driving immediate 
value based on assessment findings.

Big data infrastructure
Pre-configured connections into SAP / Oracle and JDA 
Environments for rapid deployments of integrated 
solutions.

Library of internal and third party data
Predefined connections to PwC’s existing data library and 
advanced modeling tools.
Target data model resident in a cloud environment to 
ensure scalability, quality and availability of historical data.

Supply Chain Intelligence empowers practitioners to drive operational transformations with actionable, data driven insights 
which rapidly generate a clear path to value.
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Simplified data ingestion and cleansing
Heavy automation (workflow, ML, AI) of the data 
cleansing, baselining, and analytics procedures, reducing 
risk of user error and ensuring use of data best practices.

Advanced supply chain analytic modules
Module based tools (e.g., Inventory Insights, Demand and 
Order Profiler, Flow Visualizer, Warehouse Insights, 
Transportation Insights, Store Modeler) with pre-defined 
visual and performance analytics.
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